THELMA BIB AND RATTLE SET
FINISHED SIZE: BIB 12M24M, RATTLE 5” WIDTH X 1 1/4” HEIGHT
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The perfect rattle set for babies to
play with, the Circle Rattle. By adding
ribbon to the patterns the pattern
was given an additional sense of
dimension to it. Depending on the
color combinations of the front, the
back, the gusset, and the ribbon
the outcome can be very different;
it is recommended to try out all
possibilities!
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The Thelma Baby Bib offers a plain or patchwork option in its sewing pattern. The bib is cute and simple, great for
keeping your baby clean during mealtimes due four straps instead of the traditional two straps. This bib uses little
material and takes no longer than an hour to make; as a result, it is ideal as a practical gift for new or expecting parents.
Make several of these bibs using fabrics of different colors and prints. A good idea is to make one for every day of the
week, so you can do the baby laundry all at once! Designer’s Review

Cut out the Fabric
Draw the patterns directly onto the wrong side of the single layer of fabric. Cut out the exterior and lining
pieces.
(1) 11” width x 16 height for Front Top Piece
(1) 11” width x 3 ½” height for Front Bottom Piece
(4) 12” width x 1 ½” height for Strap Piece
(1) Back Piece
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The perfect rattle set for babies to play with, the Circle Rattle. By adding ribbon to the patterns the pattern was given an
additional sense of dimension to it. Depending on the color combinations of the front, the back, the gusset, and the
ribbon the outcome can be very different; it is recommended to try out all possibilities! Designer’s Review

Cut out the Fabric
Draw the patterns directly onto the wrong side of a single layer of fabric. When tracing, consider the fact
that there is a front and back, so you will need to reverse the front and back piece patterns. Cut out the
pattern pieces
(2)
(1)
(1)
(8)

Front and Back Pieces
16” width x 1 1/2” height for Outer Gusset Piece
8” width x 1 1/2” height for Inner Gusset Piece
2 1/2" Ribbon
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